


Below are the names of some different places around the world—can you 

put a tick by the places where rainforests are found and a cross by the 

places where no rainforests are found? 

 

 

Africa          Asia          England          Ireland          Scotland          Wales 

 

Antarctica          Australia          South America          London         Liverpool 

 

 

Rainforests are found  around the EQUATOR. This is an imaginary line that 

goes around the middle of the earth—we have drawn some of it on the 

picture below, can you finish it for us by joining the lines? 

 



A T B C D E 

F S M E N O 

G E P Q W X 

H R Q U Y Z 

N O Z A M A 

I F R T A B 

J N S O C E 

K I T R D H 

L A U V F G 

B R A Z I L 

In the word search below can you find the following words? 

 

Rainforest          Equator          Amazon          Brazil         

The Amazon is the largest rainforest  in the world! 

 

It is found in South America and over half of it is in a country called Brazil! 

What do you think it is like in the rainforest? Can you write some 

words  in the thought bubble below? 

 



Can you underline the right answers about  the rainforest? 

 

In the rainforest it … 

 

1.          Rains every day          or             Never rains 

 

2. Has no plants or trees           or         Has lots of plants and trees 

 

3. Is very hot          or          Is very cold 

 

4.          Has no animals living there       or       Has lots of animals living there 

 

What do you think it looks like in the rainforest? Draw a picture of  a 

rainforest in the box below 

 



Below there are pictures of some animals that you might see at Knowsley 

Safari Park. Can you circle the ones that live in the rainforest? 



On the last page you circled some animals  that live in the rainforest. In 

the box below can you draw some more? 

 



Can you finish the sentences below by picking the right word from the 

box at the bottom of the page 

 

The rainforests are found around the E…………………… 

 

The biggest rainforest in the world is called the A………….………. Rainforest 

  

and it is found in S…………………. A……………………………., mostly in  

 

B……………………………. 

 

In the rainforest it is really W………. because it rains every D………. 

 

This means that there is lots of W………………. for P……………….. to grow 

 

So there are lots of tall T………………………… in the R………………………………… 

 

Lots of trees means lots of places to live! So there are lots of A……………….. 

  living in the rainforest 

 

Amazon          Wet          Trees          Animals          Equator          Brazil           

 

Water          Day          Plants          Rainforest          South America 



Well done for finishing the worksheet! We hope you are excited to see us 

at Knowsley Safari and we are looking forward to meet you! Write some 

questions in the box below that you would like to ask us when you visit! 

 


